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Subject: Sparing Policy
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Issued By: Board of Directors

Date Issued: October 23, 2009

1. General:

Curling is a team sport and as such the team suffers when a member of a team
does not show up to play his/her game at any given time. It is understood that
there are time when other commitments may interfere in a player’s ability to play.
Spares are used in this instance in order to ensure teams have a full complement
of players and everyone enjoys the sport on a level paying ground. This policy
sets out high-level guidelines for the use of spares. Specific, detailed rules may
be set by the Drawmasters where required. It should be noted that these are
guidelines and should be applied with common sense in the spirit of good
sportsman ship, fair play and in the interest of promoting the overall positive
experience of membership in the Renfrew Curling club.

2. Policy:

Fair play begins with strict adherence to the rules laid established by the CCA;
however fair play involves something more than strict adherence to the rules ,
written and unwritten.

The appropriate use of spares is critical to the smooth functioning of all leagues
in any curling club and if not handled in a fair and consistent manner will quickly
become an irritant to all club members.

The most common irritants that have been raised with the Board include the
following:

 Teams playing against stacked teams

 Players showing up for their game and finding that they will not be able to curl
insufficient numbers on their team or the opposing team

 Players showing up and finding the game has been cancelled

 Teams playing short handed

 Players in positions they are not comfortable with

 Inconsistent application of spare fees
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1. Who can Spare

The spirit of good sportsmanship and fair play is the guiding principle for who can
spare. Each member is responsible for ensuring that all members have an
opportunity to enjoy the game on a level playing field. Therefore it is the policy of
the club that team members make every effort to ensure their team is not
“stacked”by replacing absent players with superior players.

Therefore this policy allows drawmasters or league leadership to make specific
rules/guidelines on management of spares to fit needs. However, it follows that
rules need to be flexible and should be applied with common sense and in
keeping with the intent of good sportsmanship and fair play.

Generally speaking anyone can spare under the following conditions:

 A non-member or a single league curler (sparing in another league) are
charged a fee established as part of the fee schedule published in club
marketing collateral. and collected by the draw master or their designate and
then reported to the club clerk, or Match Director. This gives the spare
temporary club membership privileges and coverage.

 Members who have paid an unlimited membership in the following priority:

 Members who play in the league and are on a bye

 Members listed on the spare list

 Any other members willing to play

2. Finding A Spare

It is a player’s responsibility to obtain a spare as soon as they know they will not
be able to play. IF they are unable to find a spare they are to notify their skip or,
if that fails, the draw master as soon as possible. The skip or draw master
should then make every reasonable effort to find a spare.

3. Cancelling a Game

If a game has to be cancelled it is the responsibility of the canceling team’s skip
to notify their team, the opposing team’s skip and the Drawmaster.

The Opposing Team Skip is responsible for informing his/her own team.

In a situation where all the games are being cancelled the draw master or his
designate will notify all skips and ask them to relay the message. If a skip cannot
be reached the draw master will notify that team. All cancellations should be
communicated ASAP.


